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Sensitivity Indicator

Target ID

*Left side navigation in notch
discrimination and mode selection
*Change the value of any setting.
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Pinpoint/Confirm Button:
*Pinpoint: Press and hold down
on detection screen.
*Confirm:

ID Notches
(Groups of 5 IDs)
Modes
(All Metal/Field/Park/Beach)
Depth Indicator
Battery Indicator
*Right side navigation in notch
discrimination and mode selection
*Change the value of any setting.

1) Ground Balance Function:
Press and hold to auto ground
balance while in the ground balance
setting (
).

Sensitivity Up
Settings Button:
Each time you press it, the next
setting on the bar will be selected
and its value will be displayed on
screen.

2) Reject/Accept Targets:
Press once to reject or accept
targets while in notch discrimination
setting (
).
*On/Off: Press and hold down for about 3 seconds.
*Sensitivity Down: Press one by one.

SETTINGS:
Volume: (4 levels, change using + and -).
Ground Balance: Pump the coil up and down while pressing the Pinpoint/Confirm Button to ground balance automatically.
Iron Volume: Adjusts or turns off the volume of the low iron tone (3 levels, change using + and -).
Notch Discrimination: Eliminate unwanted metals from detection such as trash. Each box represents a group of 5 IDs Any combination
of these boxes can be rejected or accepted.
Automatic:
1) Swing the search coil over the metal you want to eliminate. The box that represents the group of IDs for that metal will be highlighted
in black.
2) Press the confirm button.
Manual:
1) An X and a check mark will appear on screen along with a small arrow cursor underneath the ID bar at the top of the screen.
2) Move the arrow cursor using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons and select the box that includes the ID you want to eliminate.
3) Press the confirm button. The box will be highlighted in black.
Frequency Shift: Eliminates EMI (5 levels, change using + and -).
Wireless: 0=Off / Channels 1-5 (change using + and -).
Vibration: On/Off (change using + and -).
Brightness: Adjusts the LCD and keypad backlight. 0=Off / 1-4 / A= Auto (lights up only for a short period of time when a target is
detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off).
LED Flashlight: On/Off (change using + and -).
Just turn your detector on, ground balance if you need to and start swinging your coil. Happy metal detecting with the SIMPLEX+!
For more details, please read the user manual.

